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7. Pre-Processing 

7.1 Introduction and Objectives 

This section presents the objectives and methodologies used to develop the 
conceptual Pre-Processing System. The objective is to identify a system that could be 
used to process loads of mixed waste for the purpose of separating and recovering 
recyclable materials and preparing them for market. 

One of the primary objectives of the JPA is to implement a more comprehensive 
strategy for a greater portion of the waste to be diverted from landfill disposal and 
become marketable secondary materials, compost feedstock, and/or refuse-derived 
fuel (RDF) for energy recovery applications.  

Through the development of the Waste Characterization Study presented in Chapter 5, 
the Project Team gained an understanding of the estimated potential range of 
recoverable materials in landfilled waste quantities. Through the detailed MRF 
Assessment presented in Chapter 6, the Project Team developed an understanding of 
the capabilities of the Victorville MRF site, building and process equipment for 
processing mixed waste from the landfill. 

From the knowledge gained from these tasks, three alternatives for pre-processing 
were identified and assessed: 

• Use of the existing MRF for processing mixed waste loads through existing 
processing equipment. 

• Modification of the existing MRF for processing mixed waste loads. 

• Addition to the existing MRF, including a Pre-Processing System and Transfer 
Station for receipt, processing and transfer of mixed waste loads. 

The following discussions, analyses and conclusions for development of the conceptual 
Pre-Processing System are presented in this section: 

• Discussion of the use and potential modifications required of the existing MRF 
site, building and equipment; 

• Discussion of the Pre-Processing System technologies and equipment; 

• Description of the conceptual Pre-Processing System and Transfer Station; 

• Presentation of a mass balance and process flow diagram for the conceptual 
Pre-Processing System, including potential estimated material recovery rates; 

• Estimated capital costs of the conceptual Pre-Processing System; 

• Estimated operating costs of the conceptual Pre-Processing System; 

• Revenue estimates for recovered materials. 
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7.2 Existing MRF Equipment, Site, and Building 

Based upon the assessment of the MRF processing systems and building conducted for 
this study, and as discussed in Chapter 6, it is concluded that the existing MRF 
building and process equipment are not capable of adequately processing the types of 
material present in the mixed waste stream. The existing MRF has been designed to 
process source separated residential and commercial recyclable materials and it is 
effective at processing these materials. The existing MRF processing systems are 
comprised of equipment that is not designed for mixed waste processing and does not 
have the capability of effectively processing such material. A discussion of mixed 
waste processing technologies is provided in Section 7.4. It is concluded that a 
separate Pre-Processing System would be required for processing mixed waste. 

Based upon a comprehensive review of the MRF site, building and equipment layout, 
and on discussions held with the building designer, J. R. Miller and Associates (JRMA), 
the logical direction for MRF building expansion to accommodate a Pre-Processing 
System is to the north and west.  

The building has been designed to be expandable in the northern direction.  To 
accommodate this, a rigid frame was provided at the north end wall (column line 8).  
Based upon the building code at the time of the original design and construction, the 
building could have been expanded simply by removing the wall sheeting and framing 
and landing new purlins on the rigid frame.  Revisions made to the building code since 
the MRF was constructed may affect expansion approaches and therefore the method 
of expansion would require a ruling by the City’s building department. It is likely that a 
complete analysis of the existing building would be required if additional bays are 
attached to the building.   

In the opinion of JRMA and the GBB Team, landing new purlins on the rigid frame is 
not the recommended approach for building expansion.  For the option of constructing 
a new building and actually attaching it to the existing building, a new rigid frame 
located to the north of the existing frame would need to be installed and an expansion 
joint constructed to link the existing building and building expansion so the two 
structures would be seismically independent.  Also, this design would provide an 
opportunity to change heights if the new system required a greater clear height.  

The conclusion from the assessment is that the recommended expansion concept 
would not include expanding the existing building as described in the previous 
paragraph.  Instead, the recommended approach for providing a building to house the 
Pre-Processing System would include the development of a completely new, 
independent building structure for the Pre-Processing System and Transfer Station, 
located to the north and west of the existing MRF building in the undeveloped area of 
the existing MRF site. Photos 7-1 through 7-4 illustrate the undeveloped areas to the 
north and west of the MRF building. 
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Photo 7-1: Scale House and Undeveloped Area to the North of the MRF Building 

 

Photo 7-2: Entrance Roadway and Area to the North of the MRF Building – Looking West 
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Photo 7-3: Undeveloped Area to the North of the MRF Building – Looking East 

 

Photo 7-4: Undeveloped Area to the North and West of the MRF Building – Looking South 
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7.3 Modification of Existing MRF 

In the event that the JPA implements a separate Pre-Processing System on the MRF 
site, modifications to the existing MRF are recommended. These modifications are 
discussed in this section.  These modifications would be required to effectively process 
portions of the waste stream that the MRF would receive as output from the 
conceptual Pre-Processing System for aggregation and baling with like materials at the 
MRF.  Five items are recommended for implementation at the MRF, to accompany 
implementation of a Pre-Processing System: 

• Addition of an automated film plastic removal system to the MRF Commercial 
Pre-Sort Line in order to enhance recovery of film. 

• Expansion of the MRF Mixed Broken Glass handling system to include 
conveying of mixed glass and fines material to large storage bunkers located to 
the south of the MRF process building in the area adjacent to the existing 
concrete ramp. This would greatly improve the bulk material handling 
capabilities of glass and fines material. 

• Addition of a dust collection system to the MRF processing systems in order to 
automatically remove dust from three work areas: 

o Commercial Pre-Sort Line 
o OCC Screen Area 
o V-Screen Area 

 
• The MRF building ventilation system would need to be evaluated and 

consideration given to a misting system for the tipping area and odor control 
for the building. 

• Any process capacity expansion must be reviewed with the existing permit in 
order to determine if a permit modification is required. The existing permit 
currently allows a maximum receipt and transfer of up to 600 tons per day of 
Commingled Recyclables and mixed waste.  

7.4 Pre-Processing Technologies and Equipment 

This section presents a discussion of alternative specific processing technologies for 
mixed waste processing systems. The purpose of this technology discussion is to set a 
viable framework for implementation of the system and to describe the methods and 
techniques that could be utilized to meet recovery goals. 

A mixed waste processing or pre-processing system involves the combination of 
manual and automated material size separation and sorting. Over the past 35 years, 
the capability of mixed waste processing equipment available from U.S. and European 
markets has made significant advances. In 2009, equipment is available to separate 
and recover recyclable materials from mixed waste loads with greater than 70 percent 
of separation accomplished by automation. 

Discussions of the equipment and technologies that could be utilized for the Pre-
Processing System are presented in the following subsections. 
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7.4.1 Conveyors 

Four different types of conveyors would be utilized for the Pre-processing System: 

• Steel bed overlapping pan type roller chain conveyors would be installed as the 
horizontal and inclined feed conveyors to feed the pre-sort area.  Normal 
chain/belt pitch for this type of conveyor would be 12”, with heavy-duty frame 
construction utilizing structural steel shapes to support the frame. The 
conveyors would include steel chains and rollers of heavy-duty capacity would 
ride on crane rail tracks to resist impact and abrasive loading condition that 
commonly occur in mixed waste facilities. 

• Rubber belt roller chain combination-style conveyors with the same heavy-duty 
frame construction as the steel bed chain conveyor described above.  This type 
of conveyor utilizes a 6” pitch chain, an applied rubber belt, support members 
bolted to the chain and rubber belting and cleats that are attached to the 
support members as required.  A chain belt conveyor is normally used for the 
inclined conveyor following the steel bed type, or when a steeper angle is 
required to change elevation within the system.   

• Slider bed-style conveyors that utilize a steel pan on which the rubber belt, 
usually bare bottom, two-layer belt that utilizes a PVC or other smooth bottom 
layer material in lieu of rubber, to contact the steel pan. The steel pan would be 
equipped with “slots” placed in strategic locations to release abrasive materials 
which may migrate under the belt during normal operations to prevent 
premature wear on the bed and possible tearing of the belt. The frame 
construction would be heavy-duty design, made up of structural steel shapes 
for longer life to handle mixed waste material.  The normal use for this type of 
conveyor is for sorting conveyors where a flat surface is required as well as the 
absence of rotating idlers and pinch points that could cause injury to the 
sorters.   

• The most commonly used type conveyor for smaller particle material is the 
trough idler style conveyor.  Trough idlers provide a trough for the conveyed 
materials to ride in and reduce the amount of skirting required to contain the 
materials.  The frames of the trough idler conveyors are also of heavy-duty 
construction using structural steel shapes suitable for long term use for the 
harsh mixed waste application.   

Manufacturers that are experienced in the design of conveyors for mixed waste 
applications include Mayfran International, Hustler Conveyor Corp., Krause 
Manufacturing, CP Manufacturing, and Karl W. Schmidt & Associates, Inc. 

7.4.2 Trommel 

One of the major pieces of equipment that would be utilized for the pre-Processing 
System is a rotary screen, commonly known as a trommel.  The trommel would have 
a screening cylinder of a minimum 12 feet in diameter and 60 feet long for this 
application.  The trommel barrel is fabricated from wide flange structural shapes to 
form a framework.  The framework has drilled holes for attaching the screen plates.  
The framework is attached to the solid plate end rings with forged or cast steel tires 
that are in turn supported by independently adjustable cast steel trunnion wheels.   
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The trommel is sloped on an angle as recommended by the manufacturer for the 
application, and contains thrust roller(s) as required to prevent downhill movement of 
the trommel.  The trommel drive would be of steel chain type wrapped around the 
feed section ring for positive rotation.  The cylinder screen plates would be of 
minimum ½” thickness with proper size perforations to produce the desired size 
products.  Bag breaking metal spikes would be located at the first screening section 
and bolted to the cylinder beams.  Lifters would be located on the first screening 
section and bolted to the cylinder beams as well.  The trommel would be designed to 
automatically break bags, loosen material with rotary motion and produce different 
material size products.   

The screen cylinder would be totally enclosed for personnel safety and control of 
airborne dust.  This enclosure would include hoppers to collect the screened material 
and a dust hood over the trommel.  The end rings of the trommel would be bolt-on 
sections that can be changed as wear dictates. The trunnion wheels would be designed 
to allow adjustment along the rotating axis of the trommel barrel. 

The trommel hoppers and hoods would be equipped with access doors, as required to 
readily access the screen plates for cleaning.  In addition, access doors would be 
required in all discharge chutes and hoppers of the trommel, including access for 
cleaning the interior discharge chute along the entire length of the trommel barrel.  
The trommel would employ a hole cleaning system (either air or brush or combination 
of both) in order to keep the trommel holes cleared and maintain separation 
efficiency.  Trommel inspection on a regular schedule would be required to monitor the 
condition of the trommel screen. 

Manufacturers that are experienced in the design of trommels for mixed waste 
applications include McLanahan Corp., Triple/S Dynamics, and Central Manufacturing. 

7.4.3 Disc Screens 

The disc screens utilized for mixed waste processing would be designed to function in 
a similar manner to a trommel, but with lower capacity and a pre-sized feed stream. 
The discs rotate forward in an upward motion causing the material to elevate and 
tumble down, which allows it to untangle and spread out on the bed.  It also gives 
time for the small pieces to fall through the disc inter-face openings (IFO).  The IFO 
would be properly spaced to produce the desired size products.  Discs would be 
constructed of hardened steel for longer wear.  The angle of inclination of the bed can 
be fixed type or adjustable depending on the application.  The disc screens would have 
multiple disc sections with independent drives of varying speed to control material 
flow.   

Manufacturers that are experienced in the design of disc screens for mixed waste 
applications include CP Manufacturing, Bulk Handling Systems, Hustler Conveyor 
Corp., and Krause Manufacturing. 

7.4.4 Magnets 

Magnets for the Pre-Processing System would be suspended, overhead 
electromagnetic belt magnets.  The suspended type consists of a magnet box with a 
cleated belt encircling the box.  Inside the magnet box is a series of aluminum coils 
submerged in cooling oil that are charged with direct current to produce a magnetic 
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field.  This type magnet has proven to be effective in MRF and mixed waste facilities 
for ferrous recovery. 

Manufacturers that are experienced in the design of magnets for mixed waste 
applications include Eriez, Dings Magnetic Group, and Walker Magnetics. 

7.4.5 Primary Shredder 

In order to produce a nominal 4” RDF size, a slow speed shear shredder would be 
utilized.  The shredder utilizes a slow speed dual rotor, with the rotors turning in 
opposite directions to draw the feed material through the rotor cutters.  The rotors are 
driven by a hydraulic power unit for a slow rotation of rotors but powerful cutting 
action.  A slow speed shredder is the most cost effective equipment suitable for coarse 
shredding material as the power consumption is less than half of a high speed 
shredder (hammer mill).  It also generates minimal airborne dust as opposed to a high 
speed shredder that requires a dust collection system to handle dust and the 
inherently generated large airflow.  The foundation for the slow speed shredder is also 
less complicated since it does not need to resist the vibration as with a hammer mill. 

Manufacturers that are experienced in the design of shredders for mixed waste 
applications include SSI Shredding Systems and American Pulverizer Company. 

7.4.6 De-stoner 

The de-stoner is a device that separates material according to the different weights 
(density) of each type of material in the feed stream.  For example, a feed stream 
containing metal, fiber, plastic film, broken glass, inert material, etc, is conveyed 
forward by the vibrating bed of the unit as high volume of air is injected into the 
chamber causing the lighter material (paper and plastic film) to elevate and follow the 
air stream into a drop out compartment designed to decelerate the air velocity and 
then by gravity falls, while the air rises and exits the chamber.  Meanwhile, the 
heavier materials (metals, glass, inerts) remain on the vibratory bed and are 
discharged through the bed opening.   

Manufacturers that are experienced in the design of de-stoners for mixed waste 
applications include General Kinematics and Triple/S Dynamics. 

7.4.7 Eddy Current Separator (ECS) 

The eddy current separator (ECS) is the most commonly used equipment for non-
ferrous metals recovery from a mixed waste processing system.  The technology is 
similar to a magnet where a magnetic field of opposing poles is used to attract the 
object, while in the ECS system a magnetic field of a similar pole with a metallic object 
is created to make the object repel.  The ECS system consists of a conveyor belt to 
take the material around the magnetic rotor inside the head pulley of the conveyor.  
Once contact is made between the feed stream and the magnetic field, non-ferrous 
objects such as aluminum, copper and brass are repelled and separated as the 
remaining materials fall through a discharge chute.  An adjustable “splitter gate” in 
the discharge box of the ECS is installed to keep residuals from contaminating the 
non-ferrous product.  
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Manufacturers that are experienced in the design of eddy current separators for mixed 
waste applications include Eriez, Dings Magnetic Group, Huron Valley Steel 
Corporation, and Steinert. 

7.5 Pre-Processing System and Transfer Station Facility 
Description 

Based upon the GBB team’s analysis and experience in waste and recyclables 
processing, including RRT’s extensive experience in the design and construction of 
mixed waste processing systems, and employing the technologies outlined above, a 
conceptual design has been developed for the Pre-processing System and Transfer 
Station Facility.  

The conceptual design Pre-Processing System and Transfer Station Facility as 
discussed in this chapter would utilize strategies necessary for maximum recovery of 
materials.  It would process and recover materials from loads collected from 
commercial and institutional sources that are currently delivered to the Victorville 
Landfill.  The Facility would be located on the MRF site to the north and west of the 
existing MRF building.   

As presented in Chapter 5, the estimated quantity of mixed waste that could be 
diverted from the landfill and delivered to the Pre-Processing System and Transfer 
Station Facility for processing and recovery of materials is approximately 11,900 TPM, 
or approximately 530 TPD. Refer to Section 5.3 and Tables 5-2 and 5-3 for the 
discussion of these estimated quantities. As discussed in Chapter 5, these materials 
would be derived from the communities of Victorville, Apple Valley, Adelanto, 
unincorporated San Bernardino County and from the Victorville MRF residue. 

This section presents the description of the Pre-Processing System and Transfer 
Station Facility. The conceptual design is presented in Figure 7-1 and the Mass 
Balance for the System is presented in Figure 7-2. 
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Figure 7-1 – Pre-Processing System Layout 
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The Pre-Processing System and Transfer Station Facility would receive a portion of the 
loads that currently are landfilled. Based upon historical data, collection and landfill 
operating experience, it would be assumed that certain routes known to typically 
generate non-processable loads (such as loads from the prisons) would bypass even 
the Pre-Processing System and Transfer Station Facility and would be sent directly to 
the landfill or compost facility. All acceptable loads would be delivered to the Facility 
for processing.  

The Pre-Processing System would process the mixed waste for recyclable materials 
recovery, recovery of a compostable fraction, and, if needed, production of refuse-
derived fuel (RDF).  While there is no existing pre-processing system of this exact 
configuration, the conceptual arrangement and flow diagram includes equipment that 
has been successfully utilized at large volume mixed waste processing facilities.  
Examples in North America include Chicago, IL; Sunnyvale, CA; Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canada; Miami, FL; and West Palm Beach, FL.  The example list is not comprehensive, 
however facilities mentioned are those with which RRT has direct experience. 

The Pre-Processing System would be designed to process up to 600 TPD of mixed 
waste and recover recyclable materials, produce a compostable fraction, and produce 
RDF with a nominal particle size of minus 4 inches.  The design features one 
processing line rated at 50 to 55 TPH.  During normal operation, the line would be 
operated for 10 hours per day.  The design of the Pre-Processing System would be in 
accordance with all State, County and local requirements. 

The Pre-Processing System would be located in an approximate 78,000 square foot 
pre-engineered building with concrete floors and pushwalls, overhead doors and 
personnel access doors. The building would be a clear span, rigid frame structure 
designed for wind, seismic, dead and live loads in accordance with all State, County 
and local requirements. All steel used for the construction of the building would be 
coated with a corrosion resistant coating suitable for a corrosive atmosphere. Building 
panel colors shall be selected to match the existing MRF color scheme. The building 
ventilation system would be designed to accommodate the dust generated from the 
waste during receipt and processing as well as the humidity generated from handling 
wet waste such as organics and yard waste. 

Mixed Waste would be delivered to the facility by transfer trailers and collection 
vehicles that would unload material onto the tipping floor.  The tipping floor would be 
sized for at least 800 tons and would have the capacity to serve as a transfer station 
in case the Pre-Processing System needed to be bypassed. The incoming mixed waste 
would be handled on the tipping floor by front-end loaders.  As material would be 
unloaded onto the floor, the loader operator would visually inspect the load and either 
push the material towards the track excavator grapple for processing or move it to the 
transfer area for landfilling if the inbound load, or portions thereof, contain hazardous 
or excessive non-processable materials.  There would be no manual sorting of 
materials on the tipping floor by any personnel. Only the bucket loaders and track 
excavator grapple would handle material on the tipping floor. 

Loads delivered to the Facility that would be considered non-processable would be 
transferred on the tipping floor to bunkers located along the south wall of the Facility. 
These materials would accumulate and then be transferred by front-end loader into 
open-top trailers located in the recessed truck tunnel. A bunker would also be utilized 
to store clean loads that would be transferred from the tipping floor and loaded out 
directly for processing at the MRF. The transfer area of the Facility would be capable of 
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handling all the material in the event of a major shutdown of the processing line.  In 
this case, all material would be loaded into transfer trailers for transfer and disposal at 
the landfill, or to an alternate processing facility. 

The track excavator grapple operator would load the material for processing onto the 
in-feed conveyor, while removing oversize bulky waste (OBW) like refrigerators, other 
appliances, engine blocks, mattresses, etc. that can damage process equipment or 
block the flow through the processing line.  The stockpiled OBW would be moved to 
the transfer area and loaded into vehicles to be hauled off site for disposal or further 
processing. The track excavator grapple operator also would remove large pieces of 
wood and tree stumps which would be diverted off-site for further processing. It would 
be expected that this material would be fed to an off-site grinding operation and then 
used for RDF or as a bulking agent for composting. Wood grinding would not be 
performed on site in the process building. 

The track excavator grapple would spread and feed the mixed waste into a horizontal 
infeed pit conveyor.  The horizontal infeed conveyor would meter the mixed waste on 
to the inclined conveyor, which would transfer the material to a pre-sort conveyor 
located in an elevated sorting room.  The pre-sort conveyor would be a flat slider bed 
conveyor equipped with drop chutes on both sides of the conveyor.  Sorters standing 
on each side of the conveyor would remove any remaining unacceptable or non-
processable waste, other bulky waste, bulky metals, and large OCC.  

After pre-sort, the remaining mixed waste would then be fed into the primary trommel 
for mechanical separation into three different fractions by size.  The trommel would be 
a 12 foot diameter by 60 foot long, two-stage rotary screen with nominal 3-inch 
diameter holes in the first section and 9-inch diameter holes in the second section.  
The trommel would also be equipped with tear spikes inside to assist with ripping open 
any bags and liberating the waste for efficient separation.   

The first section of the trommel would remove “fines” which is material that is less 
than 3 inches in size and has a high concentration of organic materials such as grass 
clippings, small paper and food waste, as well as inert materials such as dirt, stones, 
rock, ceramics, broken glass, small plastics and metals. Generally this material is high 
in moisture content and variable based on the source of the mixed waste. The fines 
fraction would be conveyed to a secondary trommel with nominal 5/8-inch hole size 
screens which would remove “superfines” material.  The minus ½-inch material 
screened out by the secondary trommel would be “topsoil” like material that would be 
conveyed to a storage bunker.   

The overs material exiting the secondary trommel (plus ½-inch / minus 3-inch) would 
be transferred by a series of conveyors to open top trailers where it would be used as 
feed stock for a composting operation.  A suspended electro-magnet would be utilized 
to remove ferrous metals from the stream before loadout.  Additionally, depending on 
the end-user specifications for this compostable fraction, a de-stoner could optionally 
be used on this stream prior to loadout to remove heavy rejects (glass, stones and 
other inert material). 

The second section of the primary trommel would have 9-inch holes and material that 
is plus 3-inch / minus 9-inch would pass through the holes. This material is referred to 
as trommel “middlings.”  The trommel middlings would be fed to a disc screen for 
further size separation into two streams, minus 5-inch and plus 5-inch / minus 9-inch 
fractions.   
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The plus 5-inch / minus 9-inch fraction, consisting of large containers, fiber and reject 
material would be conveyed to a sorting station for manual removal of mixed paper 
and rejects.  The remaining plus 5-inch / minus 9-inch material after sorting would be 
transferred by conveyor to the existing MRF for additional processing. It is expected 
this stream would contain a certain percentage of plastic and large metal containers 
for recovery in the MRF.    

The minus 5-inch material from the first disc screen would be conveyed to a second 
disc screen for removal of any remaining minus 3-inch material in this stream.  The 
minus 3-inch material would be combined with the compostable fraction described 
earlier.  The remaining minus 5-inch material would be transferred to a sorting station 
for manual removal of mixed paper and rejects, then transferred to the existing MRF 
for additional processing. It is expected this stream would contain a certain 
percentage of plastic and metal containers for recovery in the MRF.    

The material that is plus 9-inch would be discharged from the trommel as “overs.”  
The trommel overs would be discharged onto a sorting conveyor for manual sorting of 
OCC, mixed paper, film plastic, and any remaining reject materials. After sorting, the 
material would be conveyed to a slow speed shredder for reduction to a nominal 4-
inch particle size, “RDF” material. The actual size of the RDF would be subject to final 
size preference by the prospective end user. 

The 4-inch size stream would then be transferred by conveyors to a disc screen which 
would remove the minus 3/8-inch fraction superfines material.  This material would 
have a low heating value and would include broken glass and other small inert 
materials. This superfines material would be transferred by conveyor and would join 
the superfines separated earlier in the process and be transferred to roll-off 
containers.   

The overs material from the disc screen would be a lighter and dryer material of 
primarily fiber and plastic materials and would have a higher heating value.  This 
material would be fed to a de-stoner to remove any remaining metals, rocks, stones, 
and broken glass from the feed stream to improve the fuel quality.  The “heavies” 
stream from the de-stoner would be conveyed to a roll-off container for later transport 
to the landfill.  The “lights” material stream from the de-stoner would be conveyed 
past an overhead electromagnet for ferrous removal and then through an eddy current 
separator (ECS) for non-ferrous metals removal.  Following ferrous and non-ferrous 
metal removal, the remaining fuel feedstock material would be stockpiled for 
marketing to fuel customers.  An optional second shredder could be utilized to further 
reduce the final fuel size depending on the fuel specification from the fuel customer. 

Recovered OCC, paper, plastics, ferrous and non-ferrous metals would be transferred 
to storage bins, baled in a two-ram baler, and sold to market.  

7.6 Mass Balance and Process Flow Diagram 

A Pre-Processing System Mass Balance and Process Flow Diagram has been developed 
based upon the conceptual equipment system described above, the estimated process 
flow rate calculations developed, and the estimated equipment efficiencies which we 
have assumed based upon the estimated process flow rates and experience in the 
design of mixed waste processing facilities.  The Mass Balance and Process Flow 
Diagram is presented in Figure 7-2. 
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Figure 7-2 – Pre-Processing System Mass Balance and Process Flow Diagram 
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It must be noted that the data presented on the Mass Balance and Process Flow 
Diagram and the Estimated Material Recovery Rates, listed by material types and 
presented in Table 7-1, reflect an order of magnitude of plus 10 percent / minus 25 
percent level of accuracy which is acceptable at this planning level of study.  

Actual engineering, design and rigorous cost projections would warrant more detailed 
examinations of data that are most sensitive to conclusions developed. All estimated 
composition percentages are presented as percentages by weight. 

7.6.1 Estimated Material Recovery Rates 

Based upon the aforementioned conceptual equipment system layout, calculations and 
analyses, the overall estimated recovery by the Pre-Processing System could be 
approximately 70 percent of delivered quantities.  

In addition to recoverable containers and paper, the approximate 70 percent recovery 
estimate includes top soil (minus ½-inch material), Compost, RDF and Wood and 
Stumps.  Actual recovery rates would depend greatly upon the success of establishing 
end user markets or processors for these materials. For example, in the event an RDF 
market could not be established, the material would need to be landfilled, thus 
causing recovery to drop nearly nine percentage points to an overall estimated 
recovery rate of 61 percent. 

Table 7-1 - Estimated Material Recovery Rates 

Material Types 

Estimated 
Recovery,  

TPH 

Estimated 
Non-

Recoverable, 
TPH 

Estimated 
Recovery, % 

Estimated 
Non-

Recoverable, 
% 

Recyclable Containers  0.9 --- 1.7% --- 

Top Soil (-1/2" material) 13.5 --- 25.5% --- 

Compost 12.6 --- 23.8% --- 

RDF 4.6 --- 8.7% --- 
FE Metals (Cans and 
Bulky)  0.5 --- 1.0% --- 

OCC 0.8 --- 1.5% --- 

Mixed Paper 2.3 --- 4.4% --- 

Aluminum (Containers) 0.02 --- 0.03% --- 

Film 0.1 --- 0.2% --- 

Wood & Stumps 1.8 --- 3.4% --- 

Bulky Waste and Tires --- 1.0 --- 2.0% 

Reject Materials  --- 12.2 --- 23.0% 

Direct Recovery  --- 2.7 --- 5.0% 

TOTALS FOR 
RECOVERY  

37.1 15.9 70.0% 30.0% 

OVERALL TOTALS  53.0 100.0% 
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7.7 Estimated Capital Costs 

Based upon the conceptual equipment system described above, estimated capital 
costs for the Pre-Processing System and Transfer Station Facility were developed. The 
capital cost estimate includes estimates for the following program elements: 

• Processing Equipment – all processing equipment, support and platform 
steelwork, electrical control panels, sort room enclosures, enhancements to the 
existing MRF, equipment spare parts and freight; mechanical and electrical 
installation estimates, startup and commissioning expenses, project 
engineering, design and management, permit fee estimates and contingency; 

• Building estimated costs including the receiving, processing and bale storage 
building areas and equipment foundations; 

• Site work and Utilities cost estimates; 

• Rolling Stock (facility mobile equipment) cost estimates. 

Tables 7-2 through 7-5 present the estimated capital costs for the Pre-Processing 
System and Transfer Station Facility. The estimated capital costs were based on 
equipment, steel and all other listed component pricing from the fourth quarter of 
2008. 

Table 7-2 - Processing Equipment Cost Estimate  

Description 
Cost 

Estimate 
Equipment/Steel Subtotal  $    7,228,805  
MCC & Control Panels  $       545,541  
Sorting Enclosures  $       100,000  
MRF Enhancements     $       448,000  
Spares  $       100,000  
Freight  $       348,195  
Subtotal Equipment/Materials     $   8,770,541  
Electrical Installation     $       779,531  
Mechanical Installation  $    1,442,287  
Subtotal Construction   $   2,221,818  

Subtotal Equipment & Construction 
     

$ 10,992,359  
Contingency (20%)     $    2,198,472  
Startup and Commissioning Expenses     $       100,000  
 
Subtotal  

     
$ 13,290,830  

Engineering / Project Management (7%)     $       930,358  
Permit Fees     $       100,000  
TOTAL ESTIMATED PROCESSING 
EQUIPMENT COST 

     
    $ 14,321,188  

 
Note: 

1. Startup and Commissioning expenses for Operator not included. 
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Table 7-3 - Building and Foundations Cost Estimate  

Description 

Building Size Estimates Estimated 
Cost Per 
Square 

Foot 

Cost 
Estimate Length Width Sq Ft 

Receiving Building 130 220 28600  $     120     $   3,432,000  
Processing Building 210 220 46200  $     120     $   5,544,000  
Bale Storage Building 90 30 2700  $     100     $      270,000  
Equipment Foundations     $      300,000  
Subtotal Estimated  
Building Cost  

   $  9,546,000  
 

Contingency (20%)     $   1,909,200  
Engineering / Project 
Management (7%)     $      668,220  
TOTAL ESTIMATED 
BUILDING COST     $ 12,123,420  

 

 

Table 7-4 - Rolling Stock Cost Estimate  

Description Estimated 
Unit Cost 

Estimated 
Quantity 

Cost 
Estimate 

Roll-off truck   $     110,000  1   $       110,000  
Front End Loader    $     275,000  2   $       550,000  
Excavator  $     400,000  1   $       400,000  
Roll-off boxes  $         7,000  10   $         70,000  
Forklift   $       70,000  2   $       140,000  
Bobcat  $       50,000  1   $         50,000  
Utility pick-up truck  $       25,000  1   $         25,000  
Mini-Sweeper  $       40,000  1   $         40,000  
Subtotal Estimated  
Rolling Stock Cost   $   1,385,000 

Contingency (20%)   $       277,000  
TOTAL ESTIMATED 
ROLLING STOCK COST   $    1,662,000  
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Table 7-5 - Capital Cost Estimate Summary 

Description 
Cost 

Estimate 

Processing Equipment    $   14,321,188  
Building and Foundations    $   12,123,420  
Site work and Utilities    $     1,000,000  
Rolling Stock    $     1,662,000  

TOTAL ESTIMATED CAPITAL COST    $  29,106,608  
 

Notes: 

1. Site work and Utilities estimated cost is presented as an allowance 
and will vary based on site configuration. 

2. Administrative costs, maintenance costs and parts storage areas are 
not included in the building cost estimate. 

3. Rolling stock does not include equipment used for mixed waste or 
reject material transportation off site. 

 

7.8 Estimated Annual Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Based upon the conceptual equipment system described above, estimated annual 
operating and maintenance costs for the Pre-Processing System and Transfer Station 
Facility were developed.  

The assumptions and calculations utilized for the staffing plan and for developing the 
estimated annual operating and maintenance costs are based upon the facility 
processing 530 tons per day of incoming mixed waste over a 10-hour operating shift, 
five days per week. Each 10-hour operating shift would require 12 hours of paid time. 
The two additional paid hours include three twenty-minute paid breaks and one hour 
allocated for clean-up, training and down time.  

Because it would be impractical and very expensive to operate over the long term 
using one crew operating 60 hours per week, operations would likely need to be split 
utilizing two crews. The flexibility is provided so that operations management would 
have the option to organize its work force to optimize what is in the best interest of 
the company and its people. For example, one crew could be a full-time, 40-hour-per-
week crew, and the second could be a 20-hour-per-week crew. Alternatively, both 
crews could work 30 hours per week. Weeks could be alternated, etc. Neither crew 
would be required to work excessive overtime. Such an arrangement would easily 
allow for program quantity increases, decreases or surges delivered to the facility.  
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7.8.1 Staffing Plan and Estimated Labor Cost Development 

The staffing requirements and estimated labor costs were determined as follows: 

• The estimated quantities of each type of material that will require manual 
sorting at each sorting station was derived from analysis of the Mass Balance. 
Based upon RRT’s extensive experience in facility operations, an average 
sorting rate estimate was applied which results in the calculated number of 
sorters required at each station and the overall estimated sort labor total for 
the Facility.  

• In addition to the manual sorters required, assumptions were made in order to 
estimate the number of additional personnel including: 

o Quality Control Personnel 
o Utility Personnel 
o Loader and Grapple Operators on the tipping floor 
o Forklift Operators 
o Baler Operator 
o Tipping Floor / Traffic Control personnel 
o Maintenance Mechanics 
o Shift Supervisor 

 
• Fully loaded, hourly labor costs based on current MRF labor cost information as 

provided by the Operator, were applied as follows: 

o Sorters, QC, Utility and Traffic Control: $10.80 per hour 
o Equipment Operators: $18.00 per hour 
o Maintenance Mechanics: $22.00 per hour 
o Supervisor - $30.00 per hour 

 
• A 5 percent (in dollars) overtime factor was applied. 

• Administrative labor is calculated to include one Plant Manager and two 
Administrative Assistants.  

7.8.2 Estimated Non-Labor Operating and Maintenance Cost Development 

The non-labor requirements and estimated annual costs were determined as follows: 

• Building maintenance is estimated at $25,000. 

• Non-labor equipment maintenance is estimated at $2.50 per ton or $344,500. 

• Utilities, which include electricity, HVAC, gas, water sewer, etc. is estimated at 
$200,000. 

• Fuel for loaders, forklift and grapple is estimated at $20,000. 

• Plant Management and Administration is estimated at $1.25 per ton or 
$172,900. 
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• Transportation costs, estimated at $5 per ton, to transport top soil, compost, 
RDF, reject material and directly diverted materials either to the landfill or to 
alternative markets is estimated at $628,245. 

• Insurance is estimated at $50,000. 

• Baling wire is estimated at $3.50 per baled ton or $35,000. 

• Other non-labor operating cost estimates are detailed in Table 7-7. 

Table 7-6 presents the labor staffing and annual estimated labor cost calculations for 
the Pre-Processing System and Transfer Station Facility. 

Table 7-6 - Labor Staffing and Annual Estimated Labor Costs 

Personnel 

Hourly 
Rate w/ 
Benefits 

Hours 
per 

Shift 

Shifts 
per Day 

Number 
of 

Personnel 

Estimated 
Annual 

Cost 

Shift Supervisor $30.00 12 1 1 $93,600 

Pre Sort $10.80 12 1 8 $269,568 

Plus 9" Sort $10.80 12 1 10 $336,960 

Plus 5" / Minus 9" Sort $10.80 12 1 4 $134,784 

Quality Control $10.80 12 1 1 $33,696 

Utility $10.80 12 1 2 $67,392 

Traffic Control $10.80 12 1 1 $33,696 

Equipment Operators $18.00 12 1 4 $224,640 

Maintenance Mechanics $22.00 12 1 2 $137,280 

Subtotal Labor     $1,331,616 

Overtime Factor @ 5%     $66,581 

Labor Total     $1,398,197 

Plant Manager    1 $93,100 

Administrative    2 $79,800 
Subtotal  
Annual Labor Cost 

   36 $1,571,097 

Employer-paid Taxes and 
Benefits @ 25% 

    $392,774 

TOTAL     $1,963,871 

 
Notes: 

1. Fully loaded, hourly labor costs (including taxes and benefits) are used for the labor cost 
estimate. 

2. Hours per shift for plant labor is listed as 12 hours per shift; this is for cost calculation purposes 
only. Refer to the third paragraph of section 7.8 which explains the split-shift operating 
scenarios. Under these scenarios there will be minimal to no overtime therefore an overtime 
factor of 5% is used in this table to account for miscellaneous overtime under the split-shift 
operating scenario. 
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Table 7-7 presents the overall estimated annual operating and maintenance costs for 
the Pre-Processing System and Transfer Station Facility.  

Table 7-7 - Estimated Annual Operating and Maintenance Cost Summary¹  

Description 
Estimated 

Annual Cost 

Estimated 
Cost per 

Ton 

Plant, Labor, Management and Administration $  1,963,871  $  14.25  

Building Maintenance  $       25,000  $  0.18  

Equipment Maintenance   $     344,500  $  2.50  

Utilities (gas, water, sewer) $     200,000  $  1.45  

Fuel  $       20,000  $  0.15  

Transportation RDF, Compost, Reject $     628,245  $  4.56  

Insurance $       50,000  $  0.36  

Baling Wire $       35,000  $  0.25  

Factory Supplies $         7,500  $  0.05  

Office Supplies $         5,000  $  0.04  

Telephone $         6,000  $  0.04  

Postage $         1,000  $  0.01  

Safety Supplies $         7,500  $  0.05  

Janitorial Expense $         7,500  $  0.05  

Security Expense $       12,000  $  0.09  

Travel $         1,000  $  0.01  

Other $       10,000  $  0.07  

Subtotal O&M Costs $  3,324,116  $24.12  

Contingency (20%) $     664,823  4.83 

Subtotal O&M Costs $  3,988,939  $28.95  

Overhead / Management Fee / Profit (20%) $     797,788  $  5.80  
TOTAL ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING 
AND MAINTENANCE COST 

$ 4,786,729  $34.74 

 
Note: 

1. Based on processing 137,800 tons per year. 

7.9 Revenue Estimates for Recovered Materials 

Projections of revenue that would potentially be realized from marketing materials 
recovered from the Pre-Processing System were developed using: 

• Estimated material recovery rates in tons per day and tons per year to develop 
annual quantities, and  

• Applying conservative estimates of the value of these materials to annual 
quantities. 
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Values were applied to those materials which are assumed to result in positive 
revenues on a per-ton basis. These include: 

• Recyclable Containers: it is assumed that approximately 20 percent of the 
materials conveyed from the Pre-Processing System to the existing MRF are 
recoverable containers. These materials will not have been subjected either to 
magnetic or ECS recovery prior to being delivered to the existing MRF. 
Therefore, the recovered containers are expected to be a mixture of plastics, 
steel, and aluminum cans, the proportion of which are not empirically identified 
at this level of conceptual design. The blended estimated value of this material 
is $100 per ton and does not include CRV value. CRV values would be 
significant, as indicated by California’s Payment Value Table, presented as 
Table 7-8.  CRV would increase PET containers, for example, to $1,300 per ton. 

The State of California will pay material recovery facility operators California 
Refund Value (CRV) payments for State-determined percentages of Aluminum, 
Glass, PET Plastic and HDPE Plastic. The MRF operator receives, sorts, 
processes and sells these materials to end users.  For each of these 
commodities, the State determines on a periodic basis the theoretical 
percentage of each commodity that are beverage containers and subject to 
redemption under the California bottle bill. For example, Aluminum, collected 
by a curbside program, is assumed to be 94.6% redemption containers. 
Therefore, 94.6% of the weight of the aluminum collected is eligible for a CRV 
payment from the State. CRV payment rates and eligible percentages vary 
according to commodity, periodic sampling by the State and the number of 
containers per pound.  Currently, the CRV payments from the State for 
materials in curbside-collected materials equal approximately $25.00 per 
incoming ton.   

• The value of the Refuse-derived Fuel is estimated to be $15 per ton. This 
number is calculated based on a BTU comparison to coal, discounted 50 
percent in value. Coal pricing based on Energy Information Administration 
data, posted for February 2009. 

• Ferrous cans and bulky ferrous materials will be recovered through the use of 
electromagnetic equipment. The estimated value of the recovered ferrous is 
$50 per ton.  

• Old Corrugated Containers (OCC) and Mixed Paper (MP) are recovered through 
manual sorting. Their estimated values are $65 and $35 per ton, respectively.  
The stated estimated values for OCC and MP are based on manual sorting of 
these materials from the sorting lines and recovery of the grades at market 
specifications.  In the case of OCC it would be expected that there would be no 
downgrade in pricing as a result of recovery of the OCC from mixed waste, as 
compared with recovery of OCC from a conventional source-separated 
residential or commercial recyclable stream.  As is the case with typical MRFs, 
so as not to cause shipment downgrades, excessively wet or otherwise 
contaminated OCC would not be hand picked from the conveyor and placed in 
the OCC chute, but instead would be allowed to continue to the residue line.  In 
the case of MP, with the goal of maximizing overall facility recovery, sorters 
could positively sort a certain amount of contaminated paper and place it into 
the MP chute, however, depending upon the portion of the total MP that is 
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lower quality paper, recovery of contaminated MP could result in downgraded 
pricing in the range of $10 to $20 per ton for MP. 

Estimated values for OCC and mixed paper are based upon manual sorting of 
these materials from the sorting lines and recovery of the grades at market 
specifications. In the case of OCC it would be expected that there would be no 
downgrade in pricing as a result of recovery of OCC from mixed waste, as 
compared these same materials recovered from a conventional source-
separated residential or commercial recyclable stream. As is the case with 
typical MRFs, so as not to cause shipment downgrades, excessively wet or 
contaminated OCC would not be hand-picked, but would be allowed to continue 
to the residue stream. In the case of mixed paper, with the goal of maximizing 
overall facility recovery, sorters could positively sort a certain quantity of 
contaminated paper and placed with uncontaminated mixed paper, the quantity 
limited according to requirements of the market(s). Depending upon the 
quantity of contaminated mixed paper recovered, this could result in 
downgraded pricing in the range of $10 to $20 per ton for mixed paper. 

• Modest amounts of aluminum are projected to be recovered at the ECS station. 
The estimated value of recovered non-ferrous is $700 per ton.  

Based upon these assumptions, revenue estimates by material, in 2009 dollars, are 
presented in Table 7-9.  Annual material revenues are expected to be approximately 
$850,000, or $6.17 per recovered ton.   
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Table 7-8 – CRV Rates – January 2009 
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Table 7-9 - Revenue Estimates for Diverted Materials 

Material Types 

Estimated 
Recovery, 

TPD 

Estimated  
Recovery, 

TPY 

 
Estimated 

Value, 
$/Ton 

Estimated 
Revenue 

Per 
Year, 

$ 
Recyclable Containers 8.8 2,276 $100.00 $227,620 

Top Soil (-1/2" material) 135.1 35,121 Note 1 Note 1 

Compost 126.2 32,811 Note 1 Note 1 

RDF 46.1 11,974 $15.00 $179,609 

FE Metals (Cans and Bulky)  5.2 1,343 $50.00 $67,167 

OCC 7.9 2,052 $65.00 $133,381 

Mixed Paper 23.2 6,032 $35.00 $211,112 

Aluminum (Containers) 0.17 44 $700.00 $30,966 

Film 0.9 225 $0 $0 

Wood & Stumps 18.1 4,716 Note 1 Note 1 

Bulky Waste and Tires 10.4 2,701 Note 2 Note 2 

Reject Materials  121.6 31,616 Note 2 Note 2 

Direct Transfer to Landfill  26.5 6,890 Note 2 Note 2 

TOTALS FOR RECOVERY 530.0 137,800  $850,000 

 
Notes 

1.  It is projected that approximately 35,000 TPY of Top Soil (-1/2” material), 33,000 TPY of Compostable 
material and 4,700 TPY of Wood and Stumps will be produced. A full marketing study of this material 
is required to determine the value, if any, of these materials. Such a study is beyond the scope of this 
report. An estimate of the cost to transport these materials to either the landfill or to alternative 
locations for beneficial use is included in Table 7-7 Estimated Annual Operating and Maintenance Cost 
of the Facility. 

2.  Bulky Waste, Tires, Reject Materials and Direct Transfer to Landfill are assumed to include materials 
that will be sent to the landfill. An estimate of the cost to transport these materials to the landfill is 
included in Table 7-7 Estimated Annual Operating and Maintenance Cost of the Facility. No tipping fee 
is applied to these materials for the purpose of this analysis at this time as the allocation of tipping 
fees, both on an incoming and outgoing basis at the Pre-Processing Facility is beyond the scope of this 
report. 

7.10 Recommendations 

Implementation of a Pre-Processing System is recommended to maximize recovery 
rates among material collected with waste.  Construction of a new stand-alone 
building to the north of the existing MRF is recommended to house a Pre-Processing 
System. 

The JPA would need to develop markets that would consistently take materials 
produced from a Pre-Processing System to ensure the ongoing recycling of all 
recovered materials.  This would include development of a market for RDF for use in a 
customer’s facility.  Also, a local composting facility would be needed to take the 
compostable fraction produced by the system. 


